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Quarterly Report 

July 1 – September 30, 2005 

 

 

THIS IS A LISTING OF MAJOR PROBLEMS AND NEEDS WITHIN THE WAGA-TV SERVICE AREA AND 

A SAMPLING OF THE NEWS PROGRAMS DIRECTED TO THESE ISSUES IN THE PRECEDING THREE 

MONTHS. 

 

 

Description of Typical and Illustrative Programs 

 

  

GOOD DAY ATLANTA: “GDA” is a daily program with local and national news, as well as interviews 

that address topical issues and the people affected by them.   

(7:00-9:00am, Monday-Friday) 

 

FOX5 NEWS:   In-depth local and national news.   

(Monday-Friday, 5:00-7:00am; Monday-Friday, 12:00N-12:30pm; 

Monday-Friday, 5:00-6:00pm and 6:00-7:00pm; Saturday, 6:00-7:00pm; 

Sunday, 6:00-6:30pm;  and, Monday-Sunday, 10:00-11:00pm) 

 

Wednesday’s Child: The goal of this project is to give difficult-to-adopt children 

a fighting chance.  The Wednesday's Child program is nationally known and 

nationally successful in placing children in need of homes.   FOX5 News is now 

taking part in that success with a series of stories, benefiting the kids and the 

community. 
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Education 

 

7/5/05  6pm/10pm 26:28 

The I-Team investigates a technical school for the construction trades. Students claim the very expensive school 

encouraged cheating and didn’t provide promised work-study jobs. The school closed. The federal government is 

investigating. (Also ran 7/6/05 & 9/26/05)  

 

7/6  6pm  0:20 

State leaders have identified two Georgia schools as the first in the state that will be identified as “persistently 

dangerous”.  Under the federal “No Child Left Behind Act”, school systems must offer transfers to students who 

attend schools identified as persistently dangerous. 

 

7/18  GDA  4:00 

Nationally-renowned parenting expert Michele Van Leeuwen will be here talking about her book on Summer 

Memory Loss, "Help Stop the Brain Drain."  With research indicating that children can forget substantial amounts of 

their school year teachings during the summer, parents are taking increasingly active roles to combat those odds.  

Van Leeuwen helps teach parents how to help their kids with educational advice steering them not only out of the 

summer slumps, but actually into the fast lane for the upcoming academic year. 

 

7/28  6pm  1:50 

The Gwinnett County school system is holding a week-long orientation for new teachers.  The district has hired 

1,400 new teachers.  The orientation covers subjects such as curriculum, school policies and teaching strategies. 

 

7/28  10pm  2:15 

Clayton County school leaders are implementing a number of new policies designed to keep students safe as the new 

school year begins.  One of those policies is a stricter dress code.  In addition, the county has imposed a new curfew 

for young people. 

 

8/1  12pm  2:06 

Students in Cherokee County have begun the new school year.  The county built two new schools to help ease 

overcrowding.  But one of the new schools is already near capacity, and had to open with portable classrooms. 

 

8/1  10pm  2:29 

Cobb County school leaders are debating their next move after a successful legal challenge to the funding for a 

controversial laptop computer plan.  The school superintendent wants to provide laptop computers for teachers and 

students throughout the school system.  But a judge has ruled that the mechanism used to pay for the program is 

illegal. 

 

8/5  5pm  2:08 

Atlanta Public Schools is preparing to open a new high-tech high school.  The new Carver High School features 

state of the art technology.  Students from around Atlanta will be able to apply to attend the school, after it enrolls 

students from its attendance zone. 

 

8/6  10pm  2:06 

Clayton County leaders hosted a rally to encourage a safe school year.  Parents, students and teachers were asked to 

make a pledge to end teen violence.  Two Clayton County students were killed, and another was critically injured in 

gun violence near the end of the past school year. 

 

8/8  5pm  2:03 

Clayton County schools are back in session, with some tough new security measures in place.  Schools have a strict 

new dress code, and drug-sniffing dogs as well as handheld metal detectors are in use at each middle and high 

school in the county. 
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8/8  6pm  1:48 

New technology is in place in Forsyth County classrooms as the new school year begins.  The district is using 

interactive whiteboards to provide a unique learning experience.  Forsyth County is one of the largest districts in the 

state to use the new technology. 

 

8/10  5pm  2:03 

One Fayette County school is using an educational technique known as looping.  In the program, students and 

teachers stay together year after year, even as students advance to the next grade level.  Two teachers at Peeples 

Elementary School are looping with students. 

 

8/9  10pm  2:20 

Cobb County students are about to begin the new school year.  The county is home to the state’s second-largest 

school system.  The district begins the year with three new elementary schools and one new middle school. 

 

8/10  6pm  2:11 

Many Georgia parents have complained that the new school year is beginning in early August.  They say the early 

end to summer break is bad for families and students.  Now, some are encouraging state lawmakers to take action to 

force school districts to start classes later in the year. 

 

8/11  5pm  1:36 

The DeKalb County school system is trying to accommodate nearly a thousand middle school students who are 

eligible for transfers under the federal “No Child Left Behind Act”.  The district is having difficulty identifying 

places in other schools for all the students who have the right to transfer under the law. 

 

8/11  10pm  2:32 

Some Gwinnett County parents say the school system needs to move faster to address overcrowding in the district’s 

classrooms.  School board members say they have a plan to build dozens of new schools.  Parents say they would 

like to have more information about the program. 

 

8/14  10pm  2:15 

A new Fulton County high school hosted an open house, to show off the facility to parents and students.  The new 

Milton High School has modern technology, as well as a unique educational structure, in which students will choose 

from a number of instructional academies based on their personal interests. 

 

8/15  5pm  1:55 

A teacher at Rainbow Elementary School in DeKalb County is known for teaching advanced math concepts to 

young students.  For instance, second graders in her classroom are learning advanced math skills such as algebra.  

Her students consistently score well on standardized tests. 

 

8/15  6pm  2:35 

Crawford Long Middle School in Atlanta has been designated a “persistently dangerous” school. But the principal 

says the label is not an accurate reflection of what goes on in the school’s classrooms.  The principal has 

implemented a new block schedule for the new school year, which she says will improve academic performance, 

and limit the opportunities for trouble to break out. 

 

8/15  10pm  2:34 

Cobb County school leaders have cancelled a controversial program to provide laptop computers to students and 

teachers.  Now, the program is being audited amid allegations of bid-rigging.  The school superintendent denies any 

wrongdoing.  The county’s District Attorney is reviewing the audit as part of a criminal investigation into the 

program. 

 

8/17  5pm  2:15 

The Cobb County school board is reviewing the history of the superintendent’s troubled laptop computer program.  

The program was abandoned after a judge ruled the financing mechanism illegal.  Now, the board is looking into  
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possible wrongdoing in the awarding of contracts for the program.  The superintendent insists nothing was done 

wrong. 

 

8/23  10pm  2:22 

Cobb County School Superintendent Joe Redden has resigned, following controversy over his plan to provide laptop 

computers to teachers and students.  The superintendent said the debate over the program has divided the district’s 

leadership and shifted attention away from other important issues. 

 

9/6  5pm  2:00 

Schools across Georgia are dealing with an influx of new students, whose families evacuated the Gulf Coast because 

of Hurricane Katrina.  Many of those students will attend classes in Georgia for some time, until they learn whether 

they will be able to return home.  Because of the damage done by the storm, many schools are not requiring students 

to furnish immunization or academic records. 

 

9/23  5pm  2:10 

Georgia Governor Sonny Perdue is asking public school systems throughout the state to close for two days, because 

of possible fuel shortages arising from Hurricane Rita.  A number of Georgia school systems say they will comply 

with the governor’s request. 

 

9/26  6pm  2:29 

Floyd County was one of just a few public school districts to hold classes, despite the governor’s request that public 

schools close to save fuel in the aftermath of Hurricane Rita.  Floyd County school leaders say they decided to 

remain open, because students there are off for a week-long fall break in just a few days, as part of the system’s 

modified year-round school calendar. 

 

 

Drugs and Alcohol 

 

7/2  10pm  0:33 

A new law has taken effect regulating the sale of some kinds of cold medicines in Georgia.  Products containing 

pseudoephedrine must now be sold from behind the counter.  The change is designed to combat the manufacture of 

crystal meth. 

 

7/28  10pm  0:41 

Police have arrested 15 suspects after breaking up what they describe as a major heroin ring in Northwest Atlanta.  

Investigators say the drugs were being distributed in Vine City.  The suspects come from six counties throughout the 

metro area. 

 

8/10  10pm  1:48 

Four members of a prominent Cherokee County family have been arrested on drug and weapons charges.  

Investigators say the family runs a well-known funeral home in the county.  They are suspected of the distribution of 

methamphetamine. 

 

8/18  10pm  1:54 

Fulton County police are searching for three people after discovering a meth lab inside an apartment in Sandy 

Springs.  Officers say it appears the drug lab was bringing in thousands of dollars a week.  Neighbors identified 

three people who they say lived in the apartment. 

 

8/19  5pm  1:43 

Police officers across Georgia are launching a crackdown on drunk drivers.  The campaign, known as “Operation 

Zero Tolerance”, will run through Labor Day. 
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8/25  6pm  2:47 

The son of Georgia’s Lieutenant Governor faces charges of drunk driving following a deadly crash in South 

Carolina.  Fletcher Taylor was arrested following the crash outside Charleston.  His father, Mark Taylor, says while 

he is dealing with a personal tragedy, he plans to continue his campaign for governor in next year’s election. 

 

8/25  10pm  2:28 

Coweta County authorities say they discovered an elaborate marijuana growing operation in the basement of a 

home.  Investigators say the plants were maintained by a system that provided lighting and irrigation.  The 

homeowner faces drug charges. 

 

9/1  5pm  0:22 

The Georgia State Patrol has joined in a multi-state drunk driving enforcement effort.  Sobriety checkpoints have 

been set up statewide.  Drivers passing through the checkpoints will receive brochures about proper seat restraints 

and the dangers of driving under the influence. 

 

9/15  10pm  0:20 

A Fulton County detention officer is under arrest, charged with sneaking cocaine and marijuana into the county jail.  

Sheriff Myron Freeman opened an investigation several months ago, after hearing reports that drugs were being 

brought into the jail.  The Sheriff says he expects more arrests to be made. 

 

9/27  6pm  1:58 

A state lawmaker is defending himself against drunk driving charges by claiming that state law gives him immunity 

from arrest.  But a judge has rejected that defense.   

 

9/28  6pm  2:49 

An Atlanta city council member is proposing an ordinance that would require convenience stores that sell alcohol to 

hire off-duty police officers to provide security.  The councilman says the requirement would cut down on loitering 

and crime.   

 

9/30  5pm  0:37 

Henry County police have discovered what they describe as a swap shop, where a drug dealer was trading 

merchandise for methamphetamine.  Officers made three arrests, after raiding the home using a flash grenade to stun 

the people inside. 

 

 

Racial Tension/Prejudice/Discrimination 

 

7/3  10pm  2:07 

The United Church of Christ is holding a convention in Atlanta, where members are debating the issue of gay 

marriage.  The convention is set to vote on a resolution in support of gay marriage.  Former Atlanta Mayor Andrew 

Young says he supports the resolution, which he says is consistent with the church’s historic spirit of fairness and 

justice. 

 

7/11  GDA  5:30 

Ron Brown (President, CEO) and Henrietta Antoinin (VP of PR) will talk with us about Atlanta Life Centennial's 

"100 Years of Atlanta Life" celebration.  The celebration is 100-day countdown and series of events leading up to 

the 100th Anniversary of the company's founding, and recognizing the role that Atlanta Life has played in the city 

during the Civil Rights struggle.  We will also be joined The Three Inspirational Tenors, Atlanta-based but world-

renowned singers who have toured the U.S. and Europe with their music.   

 

7/14  10pm  1:55 

The NAACP is fighting for the removal of what it describes as a racist sign at a restaurant in Paulding County.  The 

organization wants county leaders to force the removal of the sign.  The county says the sign does not violate any 

laws. 
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7/19  GDA  4:00 

Reverend Jesse Jackson will stop by to promote the Voter Rights Act March which will take place on August 6th. 

 

7/25  10pm  2:19 

Civil rights activists held a re-enactment of the lynching of four sharecroppers at the Moore’s Ford Bridge in Walton 

County.  The crime happened 59 years ago, and remains unsolved.  There is a $25,000 reward for information 

leading to the arrest and conviction of the killers. 

 

8/3  GDA  4:00 

National Association of Black Journalists (NABJ) President, Herbert Lowe will be here to discuss the upcoming 

NABJ convention.  The NABJ is the world's oldest and largest organization for journalists of color. 

 

8/4  6pm  2:10 

Some nationally-known civil rights activists are criticizing a new Georgia law that requires voters to show photo 

identification at the polls.  Supporters of the measure say it will help prevent voter fraud.  But critics say it will 

unfairly limit the voting rights of minorities and the elderly. 

 

8/5  10pm  2:20 

Activists are preparing for a march through Atlanta to mark the 40
th

 anniversary of the Voting Rights Act.  

Organizers say the hope the event will energize people to protect the rights of minorities living in the South today. 

 

8/6  6pm  5:09 

Thousands of people participated in a march and rally in Atlanta to mark the 40
th

 anniversary of the Voting Rights 

Act.  Organizers are calling on Congress to extend portions of the Act that are to expire in 2007.  They are also 

critical of a new Georgia law requiring voters to show photo identification when they go to the polls. 

 

8/19  GDA  4:00 

Judith Withers-Hanson, Executive Director of the NAACP, and Frank McCloskey, VP of Diversity and Corporate 

Relations, will be here promoting the upcoming Freedom Fund Dinner.  The Freedom Fund Dinner is an annual 

black-tie event honoring individuals and organizations that have made significant contributions to the community.  

 

8/23  10pm  2:01 

Paulding County leaders say they cannot force a restaurant owner to take down a sign that critics call racially 

offensive.  The NAACP says the sign is not only offensive, but in violation of county laws.  Commissioners 

disagree, and say there is nothing they can do to force the removal of the sign. 

 

9/2  GDA  5:00 

James "Red" Moore, Ralph Johnson and Larry Williams, alumni from the Atlanta Black Cracker team from the 

Negro Leagues will be here to talk about "Discover Greatness: An Illustrated History of Negro Leagues Baseball". 

The celebration of the League planned for tonight at Turner Field before the Braves game will feature autograph 

sessions and a traveling photo exhibit. 

 

9/12  6pm  2:13 

An Atlanta police officer has been fired after an incident in Piedmont Park that some described as gay-bashing.  A 

number of men say the officer stopped them for violating a curfew in the park, then directed anti-gay slurs at them.  

A city council member describes what happened as an isolated incident. 

 

9/12  GDA  5:00 

On September 16th, Atlanta will host the Black Men Speak Tour: The State of Black Relationships. This is a no-

holds barred, uncensored conversation with the men whose advice and experiences we draw from--and whose truths 

bust the myths that abound about black relationships.  Authors Christopher J. Cokley and Aaron M. Blake of the 

book "Why Can't You See Me?  Good Men Do Exist!" and New York Times best-selling author J.L. King ("On the 

Down Low") will host the Black Men Speak Tour.   
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9/23  GDA  4:15 

Partnership Walk is a National event to raise awareness about international development and to celebrate global 

diversity. It is a day for people in the United States to join together simultaneously in five cities: Atlanta, Chicago,  

 

Dallas, Houston and Los Angeles and raise resources that will alleviate poverty and contribute to community-based 

programs overseas. We'll be joined by Imtiaz, a Partnership Walk rep.  He'll have video of past events.   

 

 

The Economy 

 

7/14  6pm  0:22 

Atlanta-based Delta Air Lines is raising some ticket prices because of high fuel costs.  The airline is raising caps on 

one-way walk-up fares by $100.  The airline has been cutting costs in an effort to avoid bankruptcy. 

 

7/21  6pm  2:27 

Atlanta-based Delta Air Lines has announced a significant loss in the second quarter of 2005.  Delta’s CEO says the 

losses have narrowed in comparison to the second quarter of last year.  But the airline is facing higher operating 

costs and substantial pension obligations.  Analysts say the company is still in danger of falling into bankruptcy 

soon. 

 

7/26  6pm  4:06 

Georgia has one of the highest bankruptcy rates in the country.  In many cases, bankruptcy is the result of a serious 

illness, when a patient gets treatment, but then cannot afford to pay medical bills.  According to the Centers for 

Disease Control, more than one out of ten Americans does not have health insurance.  The majority of those are 

members of working families. 

 

7/26  GDA  4:30 

Right now, only 27% of businesses in Atlanta are owned by women.  This segment will illustrate how women can 

put their ideas or prototypes of inventions to work. The first ever "Mother of Invention" Grant is being implemented, 

and Atlanta women now have an opportunity to turn those bright ideas into real products.  Whirlpool consumer 

insight expert Audrey Reed-Granger will join us with several women-generated inventions to tell us more about the 

grant and the products that can result. 

 

7/27  10pm  1:56 

Georgia is about to begin a four day long sales tax holiday, designed to help residents afford items they need to send 

children back to school.  Merchandise including clothing, computers and school supplies will be exempt from state 

sales tax during the tax holiday. 

 

8/8  GDA  4:30 

Neal Boortz will be here to talk about his new book - The Fairtax Plan. Co. Written with Representative John 

Linder, the book outlines the plan to do away with federal income tax, the IRS, capital gains taxes, self-employment 

taxes, et al. and replace it with a flat tax of 23 percent on retail sales of new goods and services. 

 

8/10  6pm  2:19 

The financial future of Atlanta’s airport is in question.  A city council member says the city did not exercise proper 

oversight in connection with a contract to build a new international concourse at the airport.  And the financial 

troubles at Delta Air Lines could affect the airport’s bottom line.  Delta is the airport’s single biggest tenant. 

 

8/10  6pm  1:56 

Oil prices have reached a record high, and that means gasoline prices are likely to increase in coming weeks.  

Experts say prices are unlikely to fall below two dollars a gallon, unless the economy slows down significantly, 

causing people to drive less and consume less gasoline. 
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8/12  12pm  1:52 

Gasoline prices have reached a new record high.  Wholesale prices jumped ten cents a gallon overnight, and many 

stations are passing that cost on to drivers.  Similar increases are affecting jet fuel prices, forcing many airlines to 

raise fares. 

 

8/15  6pm  0:55 

Atlanta-based Delta Air Lines is selling its regional carrier, Atlantic Southeast Airlines.  ASA will be sold to 

SkyWest Incorporated.  Delta says the proceeds of the sale will be used to cover operating costs and pay down debt.  

Delta has been taking steps to avoid a possible bankruptcy filing. 

 

8/25  6pm  0:29 

General Motors has announced plans to lay off some workers at its assembly plant in Doraville.  GM will slow 

assembly lines at the plant where minivans are manufactured.  The company says it does not know exactly how 

many workers will be affected. 

 

8/31  5pm  2:51 

Georgia Governor Sonny Perdue is advising residents to remain calm, despite lines at gas stations across the state in 

the wake of Hurricane Katrina.  The governor says any supply problems are temporary, and he is asking drivers not 

to rush to gas stations to fill up. 

 

8/31  5pm  1:43 

Rising fuel costs in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina are causing problems for the nation’s airlines.  A 

spokeswoman for Atlanta’s airport says there are no fuel shortages there, and one of the two pipelines serving the 

airport remains in operation. 

 

9/1  5pm  2:17 

Two gasoline pipelines that shut down after Hurricane Katrina hit have begun operating again.  That is easing a 

gasoline shortage in metro Atlanta.  Prices are high, but drivers are able to buy gasoline at a number of stations that 

had run out in the past few days. 

 

9/3  6pm  2:05 

In an effort to combat rising gasoline prices, the governor has issued a moratorium on state taxes on gasoline 

through the end of the month.  State leaders hope that will bring prices down, after they passed the three dollar a 

gallon mark in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. 

 

9/5  5pm  1:52 

The State Department of Labor is opening its offices over the Labor Day holiday to serve evacuees from the Gulf 

Coast who have come to Georgia.  Many hurricane evacuees are looking for jobs in this area.  Hundreds of people 

have gone to the Labor Department for help in their job search. 

 

9/12  10pm  2:21 

Airline experts say they expect Atlanta-based Delta Air Lines to file for bankruptcy in the next few days.  That word 

caused the company’s stock price to tumble.  Pilots are also being asked to take another pay cut.  Economists say a 

Delta bankruptcy filing could have a big impact on the Atlanta-area economy. 

 

9/14  5pm  9:35 

Delta Air Lines has filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy.  The Atlanta-based airline says recent economic news, 

including rising fuel prices, made it impossible for the company to avoid bankruptcy.  The airline says it plans to 

continue operating normally, but will pursue cost-cutting measures.  The future of the company’s contributions to its 

pension plan is unclear. 

 

9/14  5pm  1:40 

The Atlanta transit agency, MARTA, held a job fair aimed at hurricane evacuees.  Hundreds of people attended the 

event, although only a few dozen jobs are available. 
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9/21  6pm  1:57 

A number of charitable organizations say they are facing a drop in donations in recent weeks.  They say that’s a 

result of Hurricane Katrina.  The charities say many people are giving in support of hurricane relief efforts, and that 

is drying up the money that would otherwise go to other charitable causes. 

 

9/22  12pm  1:46 

Delta Air Lines has announced plans to cut several thousand jobs, as part of its bankruptcy reorganization.  The 

company is trying to cut costs and return to profitability.  Delta also plans to make changes in its operations, 

including putting a bigger emphasis on international routes, which are more profitable. 

 

9/27  5pm  2:18 

A job fair organized to help hurricane evacuees reached full capacity hours before the doors were scheduled to close.  

Organizers say 15,000 people came through the doors in just two hours.  Many attendees were not evacuees, but 

local residents who are looking for work. 

 

9/28  6pm  1:20 

It appears gasoline prices in Georgia are on the way up again.  Hurricane Rita is causing new concerns about the 

supply of gas.  In addition, a moratorium on state gasoline taxes is set to expire at the end of the month. 

 

9/28  10pm  2:36 

Hurricane Rita is raising concerns about the supply of gasoline, and that’s sending many drivers to gas stations to fill 

up their tanks while gas remains available.  Station owners are calling on drivers to remain calm, to prevent a repeat 

of the gas lines and shortages that were common in Georgia in the days after Hurricane Katrina made landfall. 

 

 

Health/ Health Care 

 

7/1  GDA  4:00 

US Secretary of Health and Human Services, Mike Leavitt, will be here. He's in Atlanta to meet with community 

leaders to spotlight resources that will help educate and enroll seniors and disabled in the new Medicare Prescription 

Drug Coverage. 

 

7/5  5pm  3:18 

Researchers say they have new evidence that chocolate can have beneficial health effects.  They say people who 

consume chocolate in moderation can enjoy the benefits.  And the fat found in chocolate does not appear to raise 

cholesterol levels. 

 

7/7  5pm  4:13 

Experts say new research suggests that exposure to pesticides can raise the risk of developing Parkinson’s disease.  

Doctors are cautioning gardeners and farmers to be aware of the increased risk. 

 

7/11  6pm  4:55 

Attention disorders are thought of as a medical problem that’s common in children.  But doctors say many adults 

have similar problems.  Doctors say the condition appears to run in families.  They say it may be triggered by a 

chemical imbalance in the brain. 

 

7/12  5pm  4:00 

Some people who believe they are at high risk of developing cancer are taking drastic steps to prevent the disease.  

One woman chose to have her breasts and ovaries removed, after learning that she had a gene that made her prone to 

developing cancer.  She was concerned because of a family history of cancer. 

 

7/13/05  6pm/10pm 29:38 

The I-Team investigates an Athens, GA dialysis clinic. The clinic is accused of improperly disposing of hazardous 

material and not being properly staffed. State regulators have cited the clinic for staffing deficiencies. (Also ran 

7/14/05 & 8/11/05) 
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7/13  5pm  2:44 

Asthma is a common medical problem that many think of as a childhood disease.  But in fact, a majority of the 15 

million Americans who suffer from asthma are adults.  Experts say many of them are not paying enough attention to 

their disease.  Doctors say with proper treatment, most asthma sufferers can lead normal lives. 

 

7/14  10pm  2:20 

Many metro-area homeowners are cleaning up after their property was swamped by flood waters.  Local health 

officials are warning them to use caution, because standing water and mold can make them sick.  Another concern is  

the possibility that West Nile Virus could become widespread, because mosquitoes are likely to become more 

numerous in areas that were flooded. 

 

7/15  5pm  2:45 

A rare surgery may offer new hope to people with paralysis.  The so-called living donor nerve transplant can help 

people regain the use of their limbs.  The first such surgery was performed a few years ago on an eight-month-old 

baby. 

 

7/18  5pm  3:30 

Doctors are offering a new treatment to people who suffer from allergies.  This treatment does not involve shots or 

medications.  Instead, doctors say the holistic technique is designed to naturally re-program the body.  Patients say 

the treatment can cause minor side effects, including headaches and itchy hands. 

 

7/18  10pm  1:46 

An Atlanta hospital is notifying hundreds of patients that they may have been exposed to tuberculosis, because a 

nurse there has the disease.  The hospital says the nurse worked in the labor and delivery department. 

 

7/19  6pm  1:55 

Emory University says it has sold the rights to an HIV drug developed at the school.  Emory says it will receive 

$525 million from the sale.  School officials say that might be the most money ever in such a sale. 

 

7/20  5pm  3:05 

Doctors say they cannot explain the cause of a condition known as tinnitus, which causes a loud ringing or buzzing 

inside the heads of sufferers.  Experts say people can reduce their risk of developing the condition by wearing ear 

muffs or ear plus if they are around loud noise for an extended period of time.  Exercise may also help, by 

improving blood flow to the ears. 

 

7/20  10pm  3:59 

Doctors say a new medical test can give them information about how the bodies of patients are aging, and what they 

can do to improve their health.  The test is known as a Qualitative Fluid Analysis.  It screens a patient’s blood, urine 

and saliva for problems that are not detected by other standard screenings. 

 

7/21  5pm  3:56 

The man who received the first liver transplant ever at Atlanta’s Piedmont Hospital is recovering well, three months 

after the operation.  Before the surgery, the patient was too weak to get out of his hospital bed.  Now, he has 

returned home, and says he feels twenty years younger. 

 

7/21  10pm  4:40 

A number of e-mails are circulating that warn people about higher risks of cancer that result from common products 

such as shampoo to bras.  Experts say people should do research before accepting the contents of these e-mails as 

fact.  Information is available on the web site of the Americans Cancer Society.  Doctors say these e-mails are a 

danger because they can distract attention from known cancer risks such as smoking and obesity. 

 

7/25  5pm  5:00 

The start of the school year is a time when many young people get vaccinations to prevent common diseases.  

Doctors say this year there’s a new vaccine that parents should consider.  It protects young people from meningitis, 

an infectious disease that can turn deadly in a matter of hours. 
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7/25  GDA  3:00 

Better Business Bureau’s, Fred Elsberry, will be here this week. He advises us to take precautions when ordering 

prescription meds over the internet.  While the process can be much easier and cheaper than the traditional pharmacy 

route, there are some things to look out for. 

 

7/28  GDA  4:15 

Doctor Michael Roizen and Dr. Mehmet Oz will  join us today via satellite to tell us about their New York Times 

best-selling health guide, "You: The Owner's Manual."  It's a personal do-it-yourself handbook for keeping any body 

primed to live younger, healthier, and longer. 

 

8/2  GDA  4:00 

Congressman David Scott will convene the 13th Congressional District's First Annual Health Fair on Saturday 

August 6th.  More than 45 area non-profit organizations and health care industry workers will participate, providing 

a diverse selection of free health screenings, cooking, CPR and fitness demonstrations, and information about 

important health issues. 

 

8/2  5pm  3:09 

Emory University researchers say quick action could save lives in the event of a worldwide outbreak of bird flu.  

Avian influenza has killed a few dozen people in Southeast Asia in the last couple of years.  But experts warn that if 

the virus mutates, it could lead to a worldwide pandemic that could threaten millions of lives. 

 

8/8  5pm  2:24 

Doctors say a new drug could help people who work overnight shifts sleep better, and stay more alert on the job.  

The medication is called Provigil.  It is available by prescription only, and doctors say while it can help treat 

excessive sleepiness, it cannot cure sleep disorders. 

 

8/8  GDA  4:00 

Heidi Murkoff, author of "Eating Well When You're Expecting" will join us to talk about this latest arrival in the 

"What to Expect" book series.  This installment provides readers with a delicious, healthy, wholesome approach to 

healthy living from conception to delivery and beyond.  She'll discuss the Six Pregnancy Superfoods, and the Top 

Food Myths... Debunked. 

 

8/9  GDA  5:00 

Dr. Ruth Westheimer and Yale University Gynecologist, Dr. Mary Jane Minkin, are in Atlanta to talk to women 45 

+ years old about menopause and sex.  They're focusing on a recent Harris Survey showing that one of the secrets to 

a happy, healthy lasting relationship for couples aged 45--65 is a regular, active sex life.  Guests will also host a 

S.A.V.E. Sex seminar in downtown Atlanta, so they're promoting that event as well.   

 

8/9  10pm  2:40 

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths in the United States.  TV anchorman Peter Jennings recently died 

from the disease, and the widow of actor Christopher Reeve has announced that she has lung cancer.  Doctors say 

people who smoke should quit right away to reduce their risk of contracting lung cancer. 

 

8/10  5pm  2:39 

Doctors have used the drug Herceptin for several years to treat women with advanced cases of breast cancer.  The 

drug targets a genetic defect in cancer cells.  Now, researchers say they have growing evidence that the drug may be 

useful in treating some women in the early stages of the disease. 

 

8/11  GDA  4:15 

Breast cancer survivor, Carol Hagins, and Dr. Janice Gallenshaw, Medical Director of the GA Cancer Specialists at 

Northside Hospital, will speak about the disease from both a doctor and patient perspective, and discuss Hagins' 

involvement with the Metropolitan Atlanta Breast Cancer Survivors Mass Choir (the event was held on July 28th, so 

we won't promote it).  Dr. Gallenshaw will also make viewers aware of the Roper Survey, an educational campaign 

created to raise awareness of the risk of breast cancer recurrence, and to celebrate life after breast cancer. 
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8/15  5pm  4:56 

An Atlanta woman is working to help people who are trying to cope with the death of a parent or sibling.  The 

woman lost her mother when she was twelve years old.  She says that experience has taught her that there is no 

single right way to grieve, or a timetable for recovering from such a loss. 

 

8/23  5pm  2:41 

Allergy patients are familiar with the experience of going to the doctor to get shots to help them cope with their 

allergies.  But doctors are now offering an alternative to the shots.  It is known as oral immunotherapy.  Patients are 

treated with a few drops administered under the tongue.  They are not always as fast or as effective as shots, but are 

preferred by some people who dislike receiving injections. 

 

8/24  5pm  4:10 

More than 23,000 people receive organ transplants every year in the United States.  The biggest concern for most of 

them is that their bodies will reject their new organs.  Now, researchers at Atlanta’s Emory University are testing a 

new medication designed to prevent organ rejection.  They say the initial results are promising. 

 

8/29  GDA  5:00 

Randi Layne will be here with three models with a preview of Fashion Cares, which this year will benefit Atlanta 

AIDS Paternership Fund and the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation.  Founder Jeffrey Kalinsky started the 

show in his shoe store, Bob Ellis, in 1990, and has raised more than $1 million dollars in 13 years. The show will 

feature fashions from Kalinsky's stores Jeffrey, Jil Sander and will spotlight designers Dolce & Gabbana, Fendi, 

Gucci, Manolo Blahnik, Prada and Stella McCartney.   

 

8/31  5pm   2:11 

Survivors of Hurricane Katrina are facing serious health risks along the Gulf Coast.  Thousands of people are living 

in areas where they have little or no access to power, food or water.  Doctors say that makes them vulnerable to a 

number of illnesses. 

 

9/1  GDA  4:15 

Stephanie Winum from Georgia Ovarian Cancer Alliance will be here to talk about Cabaret V. It is a night of 

entertainment to promote awareness of September as Ovarian Cancer Month. The event is happening on September 

12th at the Woodruff Arts Center. We will also get a song from Atlanta favorite, Libby Whittemore. 

 

9/2  10pm  2:24 

Atlanta-area hospitals have taken in more than 200 evacuees from hospitals along the Gulf Coast that were damaged 

by Hurricane Katrina.  They have arrived on medical airlift flights from Mississippi and Louisiana.  Hospitals here 

say they are prepared to take in more patients from affected areas. 

 

9/6  GDA  4:00 

Dr. Gairy Hall of the Association of Black Cardiologists (ABC), and Mayor Patsy Jo Hilliard, Mayor of East Point 

Georgia will be here promoting the "Children Should Know Their Grandparents 2K/5K Fun Walk," inspiring 

grandparents of all ages and fitness levels to join their grandchildren in celebrating Grandparents Day (9/11).  A 

primary goal of the event (and of the ABC) is to raise awareness about heart disease in minority communities.  The 

ABC has also published a book that accompanies the event, and to encourage youth to get to know their 

grandparents.   

 

9/13  GDA  4:00 

Commissioner Larry Johnson will join us to talk about the upcoming DeKalb Walks event.  DeKalb Walks is the 

result of a proclamation by Commissioner Johnson designating walking as the official exercise of Dekalb County.  

The initiative was in response to a recent health report which showed that residents of DeKalb County suffer from a 

particularly high incidence of heart attack and stroke.  Event takes place at Arabia Mountain. 
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9/16  GDA  4:15 

MARTA GM, Nathaniel Ford, and Kary Wright, from GE Consumer Finance, will be here to talk about the annual 

Walk for Diabetes which will be held on Sept, 24th... Fox 5 is a sponsor of the event which takes place at Grant Park 

and raises thousands for the fight against the disease. 

 

9/26  5pm  5:25 

Lyme disease is a mysterious condition that many people are unfamiliar with.  Most people think it is connected 

with tick bites and an odd rash.  But they may not know that its effects can be crippling, and in many cases, the 

serious condition goes undetected. 

 

9/30  GDA  4:00 

Two reps from the "2005 Atlanta Breast Cancer 3-Day" will join us to talk about the event.  The event was born out 

of the statistics that every three minutes, a woman is diagnosed with breast cancer, and every thirteen minutes, the 

disease takes another life.  Now, from October 7th through 9th, thousands of participants will spend three days 

walking sixty miles, raising money to change those statistics. 

 

 

Homeless/Hunger 

 

7/5  5pm  2:02 

Demonstrators marched on Atlanta City Hall to criticize a proposed ordinance that they say is unfair to the poor and 

homeless.  The proposal would ban panhandling in a section of downtown known as the tourist triangle.  Supporters 

say the new ordinance is necessary to attract business and tourism to downtown.  A city council committee is 

reviewing the proposal. 

 

7/18  6pm  1:45 

An emotional debate went on in Atlanta City Council chambers, as city leaders debated a proposal to ban begging in 

parts of downtown.  The proposed ordinance is coming under fire from advocates from the homeless.  But 

supporters say it would help generate economic activity in the downtown area, by making it more attractive to 

businesses and tourists. 

 

7/20  5pm  2:00 

A Clayton County food bank says it is unable to help the hungry in its community, because thieves broke in and 

cleared out the shelves.  Police say the thieves likely came from the very neighborhood the food bank is trying to 

help. 

 

7/25  10pm  2:18 

Advocates for Atlanta’s poor and homeless are criticizing comments made by a local businessman who put up the 

money for the construction of a new aquarium in the downtown area.  Bernie Marcus was quoted as saying that the 

success of the new aquarium depends on the city’s ability to approve a proposed anti-panhandling ordinance. 

 

8/15  5pm  2:15 

The Atlanta City Council is once again debating a proposal to outlaw panhandling in parts of the downtown area.  

Advocates for the poor and homeless have been outspoken in their criticism of the proposal.  But business leaders 

say the measure would be a big boost to the downtown economy. 

 

 

Weather/Disasters 

 

7/1  6pm  3:25 

Strong thunderstorms moved through the metro Atlanta area.  Hail and high winds caused damage.  Trees and power 

lines were knocked down.  One tree fell into a DeKalb County house, causing significant damage. 
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7/3  10pm  2:15 

Isolated thunderstorms caused scattered problems around the metro Atlanta area.  A tree fell onto an apartment 

complex in northwest Atlanta, forcing residents to evacuate. 

 

7/6  6pm  4:02 

Tropical Storm Cindy has come ashore along the Gulf Coast, triggering severe weather as far north as north 

Georgia.  A number of tornado warnings were issued across Georgia as the storm moved inland. 

 

7/6  10pm  8:22 

Storms connected to Tropical Storm Cindy have caused problems across Georgia.  Severe weather has knocked 

down trees and power lines.  Flash flooding made driving dangerous.  Power failures were widespread. 

 

7/7  10pm  2:48 

People are working to clean up from damage caused by severe weather related to Tropical Storm Cindy.  Some of 

the worst damage was done at Atlanta Motor Speedway, where a tornado shattered windows, and tore roofs off 

buildings.  Several nearby neighborhoods were also devastated by apparent tornadoes. 

 

7/8  10pm  3:36 

Hurricane Dennis is moving through the Caribbean and gaining strength as it moves closer to the U.S. mainland.  

Evacuations are causing traffic problems along Florida’s Gulf Coast.  The Federal Emergency Management Agency 

is preparing for the storm’s landfall at its regional operations center in metro Atlanta. 

 

7/9  10pm  3:15 

Hurricane Dennis is gaining strength after moving past the Florida Keys.  Evacuation orders have been issued to 

more than a million people living along the Gulf Coast.  Emergency management officials in metro Atlanta are 

helping to coordinate the response to the storm. 

 

7/9  10pm  1:25 

Heavy rain caused problems in one Atlanta neighborhood.  A creek spilled over its banks in the Castlewood 

subdivision.  Cars and yards were flooded, but most homes escaped any significant damage from the high water. 

 

7/10  10pm  5:09 

Hurricane Dennis has come ashore along the Gulf Coast, with powerful winds and heavy rains.  Significant flooding 

is reported in Florida.  Stormy weather has moved inland as far as north Georgia.  People in neighborhoods damaged 

by Tropical Storm Cindy are keeping a nervous eye on conditions in this area. 

 

7/11  5pm  7:19 

Hurricane Dennis has had a devastating impact on parts of north Georgia.  The biggest problem in Georgia has been 

flooding resulting from downpours associated with the hurricane. 

 

7/11  10pm  11:45 

Flooding and high winds associated with Hurricane Dennis have caused major problems throughout north Georgia.  

One man was killed when a tree fell onto his home, crushing the roof over his bedroom.  Major flooding has affected 

a number of neighborhoods in Cobb County. 

 

7/12  5pm  3:26 

Flooding is widespread in Cobb and Douglas counties in the aftermath of Hurricane Dennis.  The water is slowly 

receding, and homeowners are beginning to survey the damage and start cleanup efforts. 

 

7/12  10pm  2:36 

Creeks that flooded after Hurricane Dennis dumped heavy rainfall on metro Atlanta are gradually going down.  But 

many homes in Cobb and Douglas counties still have water as high as their ceilings.  Many of the people whose 

homes were damaged are not covered by flood insurance. 
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7/13  10pm  2:22 

Members of a church badly damaged by flood waters from Hurricane Dennis have gathered to worship for the first 

time since the storm hit.  As the flood waters recede, people whose neighborhoods were hit by flooding are returning 

to their homes to assess the damage. 

 

7/15  10pm  2:15 

Two Roswell police officers were taken to the hospital after a lightning strike during a thunderstorm.  The two 

officers were in a wooded area when the lightning hit nearby.  Both are expected to recover. 

 

7/19  10pm  1:54 

Severe storms generated lightning strikes in metro Atlanta.  Lightning is being blamed for sparking fires that 

destroyed at least two homes. 

 

7/23  6pm  2:12 

North Georgia is in the grip of a heat wave.  Some of the hottest temperatures of the year have moved into the 

region.  People are trying to find ways to cope with the heat when they head outdoors. 

 

7/28  10pm  2:59 

Two children were killed when they were struck by lightning while playing at a park near Lake Lanier.  The 

lightning was produced by a round of thunderstorms that moved through north Georgia.  Other lightning strikes 

sparked two house fires, one in Roswell and another in Cherokee County. 

 

8/5  5pm  2:18 

Strong storms pounded the metro Atlanta area in the overnight hours, bringing down trees and causing power 

outages.  A number of houses and cars were damaged by falling trees.  Several roads in DeKalb County were 

blocked for much of the day by debris from the storm. 

 

8/13  10pm  2:19 

Strong thunderstorms led to dangerous lightning in north Georgia.  Lightning strikes caused at least eight house fires 

at about the same time in Forsyth County.  The fire chief there says he’d never seen anything like it.  No one was 

injured in the fires. 

 

8/16  10pm  2:57 

Severe storms caused lightning that sparked a number of house fires in north Georgia.  One home in north Fulton 

County was destroyed.  In Coweta County, lightning hit a tree that fell onto a home, setting it on fire. 

 

8/29  12pm  17:25 

Hurricane Katrina is making landfall in the New Orleans area.  The category 4 hurricane has winds approaching 145 

miles an hour.  Many people have sought shelter in the New Orleans Superdome, but the roof of the stadium has 

been damaged by the hurricane.  Widespread damage is also expected along the Mississippi and Alabama coasts. 

 

8/30  5pm  36:25 

The devastation from Hurricane Katrina is slowly becoming evident.  Levees in New Orleans have been breached, 

allowing flood waters into the city.  Coastal towns in Mississippi and Alabama have been devastated.  The storm 

may also cause damage far from the coast, as it makes its way inland. 

 

9/2  6pm  1:15 

Evacuees leaving the Gulf Coast because of damage from Hurricane Katrina are arriving in metro Atlanta.  Many 

evacuees who have medical problems are being airlifted to Dobbins Air Reserve Base in Cobb County.  Evacuees 

will be taken to Red Cross facilities or hospitals throughout the metro area. 

 

9/5  GDA  4:30 

Bill Reynolds with the metro Atlanta chapter of the American Red Cross will offer an overview of the status of the 

crises related to Hurricane Katrina, and the Red Cross' relief efforts to date. 
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9/9  GDA  4:00 

Dr. David Satcher, Interim president of Morehouse School of Medicine and former U.S. Surgeon General, will be 

here to talk about the medical - both immediate and long-term - implications of Hurricane Katrina. 

 

9/9  GDA  5:30 

Kevin Rathbun will be here to talk about a fundraiser being held at his restaurant this Sunday. to help victims of 

Katrina. Kevin received some of his culinary training in the fabled restaurants of New Orleans.  Several other local 

chefs will be participating as well. Many of the participating chefs (from Two Urban Licks and Emeril's) are also 

housing family from LA. 

 

9/14  GDA  4:45 

Paul Purcell, author of "Disaster Prep 101" will join us to discuss how to increase our emergency readiness.  He'll 

show us a sample of an emergency kit we should all keep on hand in the event of a quick evacuation, and he'll offer 

tips on how we take precautions now that may help us quickly, efficiently and safely deal with a disaster in the 

future.   

 

9/17  10pm  2:17 

A number of well-known musicians are coming together for a hurricane relief concert at Philips Arena in Atlanta.  

The “Heal the Hood” event is raising money to help people affected by storm damage.  A number of seats at the 

concert have been set aside for Katrina evacuees who have come to the Atlanta area. 

 

9/20  10pm  2:22 

Hurricane Rita is approaching landfall along the Texas or Louisiana coastline.  The Federal Emergency 

Management Agency is coordinating storm preparations from a regional headquarters in metro Atlanta.  The agency 

has come under heavy criticism for its work in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. 

 

 

Government Operation and Organization 

 

7/5  GDA  3:30 

Sally Ride, former astronaut, the first American woman in space, and the only person to serve on both investigating 

teams studying the Challenger explosion and the Space Shuttle Columbia explosion will be  live from Houston 

talking about the upcoming July 13th launch of NASA's Space Shuttle Discovery.  This will be the first Shuttle 

launch since Columbia broke up in 2003, killing all seven astronauts on board.  Ride has spent more than 343 hours 

in space.  

 

7/6  5pm  2:15 

Fulton County sheriff’s deputies have rallied to show their opposition to administrative rule changes proposed by 

Sheriff Myron Freeman.  Sheriff Freeman wants to take tougher disciplinary action against employees who have 

personal relationships with inmates at the county jail. 

 

7/7  6pm  1:54 

Following a terrorist attack on the mass transit system in London, local security officials are taking steps to prepare 

for any possible attacks here.  Mass transit agencies are on heightened alert, and hospitals are reviewing their 

preparations for any possible emergencies. 

 

7/8  6pm  2:28 

A task force report has assessed some of the security problems that allowed an inmate to go on a shooting rampage 

inside the Fulton County Courthouse, killing three people there.  The task force says supervisors at the courthouse 

should take much of the blame.  The report suggests they failed to follow procedures that should have been routine. 

 

7/12  10pm  1:45 

Some Fulton County sheriff’s deputies have been told they will be fired, following a report on security lapses that 

led to a shooting rampage at the county courthouse.  Some deputies have received notices of termination, which they 

have 24 hours to appeal. 
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7/14  6pm  2:20 

Some city of Atlanta workers have been accused of stealing truckloads of construction material, then selling it.  An 

internal investigation suggests the workers pocketed the money they made from selling the city supplies. 

 

7/18  5pm  2:17 

The city of Atlanta is in trouble with the Georgia Soil and Water Conservation Commission.  The state agency says 

the city is under investigation for permit violations.  That has caused several construction projects to be shut down. 

 

7/19  5pm  2:25 

Barrow County leaders have agreed to settle a lawsuit aimed at forcing the county to take down a Ten 

Commandments display at the county courthouse in Winder.  The county agreed to remove the display, after it was 

challenged by the American Civil Liberties Union.  The group said the display amounted to an illegal promotion of 

religion in a public area. 

 

7/19  GDA  4:30 

Gerald Posner will be here to discuss his book "Secrets of the Kingdom: The Inside Story of the Saudi-U.S. 

Connection". In it, Posner - who also wrote "Why America Slept: The Failure to Prevent 9/11"- exposes how the 

Saudis used billions of petrodollars to influence the American power elite, inducing Business and politicians to put 

access to oil and profits over America's best interests. He claims to have unearthed many groundbreaking revelations 

about the ties that bind the Saudi and Bush governments.   

 

7/22  6pm  2:17 

Atlanta Mayor Shirley Franklin has taken disciplinary action against a city bureau director.  The city will not 

identify the worker who has been disciplined, and will not say what conduct led to the action. 

 

7/26  6pm  2:41 

Atlanta city leaders are debating whether to award a $2 million contract to a company that is accused of bribing 

officials in Birmingham, Alabama.  The Atlanta city attorney says there is no evidence of impropriety in the 

company’s dealings with city officials here. 

 

7/27  6pm  2:27 

The general manager of Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson Airport says travelers may soon face longer waits at security 

checkpoints at the airport.  The federal Transportation Security Administration is considering a reduction in the 

number of security screeners here.  But the airport manager says he will fight to stop any job cuts. 

 

8/1  10pm  2:16 

Alpharetta’s City Council is considering allegations of misconduct on the part of one council member.  An outside 

investigator is delivering a report on his findings in a review of the complaints against councilman R.J. Kurey. 

 

8/2  10pm  2:17 

Clayton County’s sheriff and county commission are about to face off in court once again.  The sheriff claims 

county commissioners are trying to strip some of his powers illegally. 

 

8/4  6pm  2:21 

The city of Atlanta is investigating the possibility of the misuse of government cell phones.  Investigators say in 

some cases, city-owned phones were sold on the streets.  People who shouldn’t have had the phones apparently 

made thousands of dollars worth of cell phone calls, without anyone realizing what was happening. 

 

8/8  5pm  2:16 

Georgia Senator Saxby Chambliss says the government should do whatever it can to reduce passenger wait times at 

security checkpoints at Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson Airport.  The senator and airport managers are negotiating with 

the federal Transportation Security Administration in an effort to head off planned cutbacks in the number of 

security screeners at the airport. 
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8/11  6pm  1:51 

A lawsuit is possible over an effort to unseal documents related to Atlanta’s bid to become the home of the new 

NASCAR Hall of Fame.  Bid organizers claim the documents are private.  However, some say they should be 

covered by Georgia’s Open Records Act, because government resources are part of the bid. 

 

8/12  10pm  0:34 

The city of Atlanta is facing major cost overruns in the project to build a new international concourse at Hartsfield-

Jackson Airport.  The airport’s general manager blames the design team, saying they created a design that cannot be 

built on budget.  But city insiders say the city failed to exert proper oversight, and instruct the team to scale back the 

design. 

 

8/16  10pm  2:21 

A DeKalb County citizens’ group is reviewing documents related to the operation of DeKalb-Peachtree Airport.  

The group won access to the documents after going to court.  It claims the documents will show that oversized 

planes are landing at the airport. 

 

8/17  6pm  2:23 

An internal Atlanta Police Department report reviews the departure of more than 700 police officers in the last five 

years.  According to the document, the attrition rate is a serious problem for the city, because the loss of veteran 

officers has a number of negative consequences. 

 

8/18  10pm  2:08 

The Alpharetta City Council is debating whether to order the removal of one of its own members.  Council members 

are reviewing a report that outlines allegations of misconduct against council member R.J. Kurey.  If he is removed, 

Kurey has the right to appeal the decision in court. 

 

8/21  10pm  2:23 

A Fulton County sheriff’s deputy has been fired, after supervisors say he left a weapon sitting in a jury room while 

going to use the restroom.  Another worker found the weapon unattended.  The deputy is appealing his dismissal. 

 

8/24  5pm  10:20 

The federal base closing commission has voted to accept the Pentagon’s recommendation for military base closings 

in Georgia.  The proposal calls for four Georgia bases to be shut down. 

 

8/26  10pm  2:05 

The U.S. Justice Department has given its approval to a new Georgia law that requires voters to show photo 

identification at the polls before casting ballots.  Critics say the new law is unfair to minorities and the elderly.  A 

legal challenge is likely. 

 

9/6  12pm  1:40 

The state legislature has opened a special session to consider action in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.  Governor 

Sonny Perdue has issued a temporary moratorium on state gasoline taxes, because of rising fuel prices after the 

hurricane.  Lawmakers must decide whether to approve the continuation of the moratorium through the end of the 

month. 

 

9/9  5pm  2:00 

Fulton County judges are concerned because they say a number of security problems remain at the county 

courthouse, six months after a shooting rampage there that led to four deaths.  Repair work at the courthouse is the 

responsibility of the county’s Office of General Services.  The judges say they plan to appear before the Fulton 

County Commission to demand action. 

 

9/13  6pm  2:42 

Local and state leaders are reviewing their emergency planning efforts, in the wake of Hurricane Katrina’s 

devastation along the Gulf Coast.  Georgia leaders want to ensure there is a clear chain of command, and a set 

evacuation plan, in case a similar emergency were to arise here. 
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9/19  6pm  2:46 

Fulton County school leaders have decided not to use the power of eminent domain to acquire property to build a 

new elementary school in the Sandy Springs area.  The property in question belongs to a private school, which just 

broke ground on the construction of a new building on the land. 

 

9/20  6pm  1:45 

The Red Cross has moved dozens of hurricane evacuees to a relief center in Gwinnett County, after a dispute with 

DeKalb County leaders.  DeKalb County told the Red Cross to leave a county-operated disaster relief center, after 

the Red Cross and the county failed to reach agreement on the terms of the charity’s role at the county facility. 

 

9/20  6pm  2:24 

A lawsuit has been filed challenging a new Georgia law that requires voters to show photo identification at the polls 

before casting votes.  Supporters say the law will prevent voter fraud.  Critics say it is unfair to the poor, elderly and 

minorities.  Meanwhile, state leaders say they are taking steps to make it easier for residents to get photo IDs. 

 

9/22  6pm  2:00 

A fired Fulton County sheriff’s deputy is appealing his termination.  The deputy was fired after a report identified 

mistakes that led to a deadly shooting rampage inside the county courthouse. 

 

9/22  6pm  2:01 

Fulton County has reached an agreement to transfer some of its jail inmates to a facility in Irwin County.  The move 

is an effort to relieve overcrowding at the Fulton County jail. 

 

9/22  10pm  1:50 

Fulton County will recoup a major portion of the money lost when former sheriff Jackie Barrett made questionable 

investments using public funds.  The county has been negotiating for months in hopes that the money would be 

returned. 

 

9/26  GDA  4:00 

October 1, The Clean Air Campaign will kick off their month-long fall "Walk There!" Challenge.  Last April, over 

3,000 Atlantans participated in the event, which aims to promote physical activity by discovering walking as both 

exercise and viable transportation.  Each person who signs up to participate receives a pedometer to track their 

efforts, and has the chance to win prizes.  We'll be joined by a rep from the Clean Air Campaign to promote the 

initiative. 

 

 9/27  6pm  1:35 

DeKalb County police teamed up with workers from the Georgia Secretary of State’s office to crack down on 

business code violations.  Officers went door to door in the Lithonia area to inspect auto body shops.  The 

crackdown was launched after the Secretary of State’s office received a number of complaints. 

 

9/28  6pm  2:52 

The police chief in the small town of Emerson has resigned after he says city leaders told him to make major staff 

cuts that he feels would leave the public at risk.  A number of other officers on the force followed suit and submitted 

their resignations.  Now, sheriff’s deputies will respond to emergency calls in the town. 

 

9/29  6pm  2:37 

Atlanta city workers are accused of stealing money meant to pay for major repairs to the city’s aging sewer system.  

The city will not say how much money is involved.  The workers suspected of involvement in the scheme work for 

the city’s water department. 

 

9/29  GDA  4:00 

Journalist Robert Kaplan's extensive travel with U.S. Military Officers gave him an insider's look at America's 

political hierarchy over other nations and how that plays a role in the War on Terror.  That experience comes to life 

in Kaplan's book, "Imperial Grunts," and he lends an interpretation and point of view that only a journalist of his 

caliber can offer.  Kaplan will join us to discuss the book, and the experiences that inspired him to tell his story. 
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Crime/Violence 

 

7/1  5pm  2:21 

A man accused of killing a young child in Hall County has appeared before a judge.  Police say Cornelio Zamites 

kidnapped, raped and murdered a four year old girl.  The judge ordered Zamites to remain in jail with no bond. 

 

7/1  5pm  2:03 

Police in Athens are searching for a rapist who attacked a woman while carrying an ice pick.  Police say the attack 

happened in east Athens in the middle of the day. 

 

7/2  2pm  2:06 

Fayetteville police are searching for four men suspected in an overnight home invasion.  Officers say the men burst 

into a home, tied up three women and a child inside, then escaped with money and jewelry. 

 

7/4  5pm  1:59 

An eleven year old was shot in southwest Atlanta while he and his family were celebrating the 4
th

 of July.  Police 

say it appears the shooting resulted from a dispute over a motor scooter. 

 

7/5  10pm  2:25 

Cobb County police are searching for two men after a deadly shooting outside a manufacturing plant.  Police say the 

victim, a woman, was shot after the men approached her outside the business on Discovery Boulevard. 

 

7/5  GDA  3:15 

CNN's Nancy Grace will be here to talk about a whole host of current affair topics (BTK Killer confessions; 

Holloway disappearance in Aruba; Michael Jackson verdict; etc.).  She'll also promote her new book, "Objection!  

How High-Priced Defense Attorneys, Celebrity Defendants and a 24/7 Media Have Hijacked Our Criminal Justice 

System."  

 

7/6  5pm  2:48 

A mail carrier is recovering, several days after he was shot while on his route.  Investigators say the suspect attacked 

the postal carrier because he wanted to go to prison, where he would receive food and housing. 

 

7/8  10pm  1:48 

Police have arrested a man who was babysitting a one year old girl, after the infant died.  Investigators say the 

suspect had been living with the girl and her mother.  He told police he and the mother had argued hours before the 

baby’s death. 

 

7/12  5pm  2:04 

Investigators are searching for a suspect after a vicious attack on an eight year old girl.  Police say the victim was 

handcuffed and raped in Social Circle.  Deputies have a warrant for a suspect, but do not know where he is.  Their 

biggest concern is that he could attack other children while he remains on the run. 

 

7/13  5pm  2:20 

Jurors are hearing testimony in the federal trial of two suspects in the murder of DeKalb County Sheriff-elect 

Derwin Brown.  The two defendants were earlier acquitted on state charges.  But federal prosecutors maintain they 

were part of a conspiracy to kill the Sheriff-elect. 

 

7/13  6pm  1:45 

Police are investigating the murder of a woman inside her home on South Hairston Road in DeKalb County.  

Friends of the 66 year old victim called police after they were unable to get in touch with her.  Officers went into the 

home and discovered the victim’s body. 
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7/14  12pm  1:50 

Cobb County police are searching for several gunmen after a confrontation led to shots that struck seven people.  

One of the victims is a four year old boy who is hospitalized in critical condition.  The shootings happened at the 

Chastain Square Apartments on Old Concord Road. 

 

7/14  5pm  2:13 

Atlanta police say they have a number of questions about a violent attack on a woman in the city’s Buckhead area.  

The woman told officers she was house-sitting when someone broke in and stabbed her in the early morning hours. 

 

7/14  6pm  2:04 

Prosecutors have reached a plea agreement with a west Georgia boy accused of killing an eight year old neighbor.  

Police say the boy strangled the victim.  He was about to go on trial in juvenile court when the agreement was 

reached.  Some state lawmakers have used the case to argue for tougher sentences for juveniles accused of violent 

crimes. 

 

7/15  5pm  2:17 

Investigators in four north Georgia counties are searching for armed robbers who are targeting convenience stores.  

Police say the robbers usually hit stores where female clerks are working.  They confront the women, and force them 

to undress. 

 

7/16  6pm  2:19 

The Georgia Bureau of Investigation is searching for the person who shot and killed a former police officer who was 

working as a gate attendant at Stone Mountain Park.  Police say the shooting happened during an apparent robbery. 

 

7/17  10pm  0:37 

A suspect has been shot by a police officer in Henry County.  Police say the shooting happened after an officer 

responded to a call about a domestic dispute.  Officers say the man who was shot threatened them with a weapon. 

 

7/18  12pm  1:59 

A man accused of killing four people and kidnapping three children has appeared before a judge in north Georgia.  

The suspect, Jerry Jones, shot himself in the face as police closed in on him after a day-long manhunt. 

 

7/18  5pm  2:46 

Serial bombing suspect Eric Rudolph has received two life sentences for a deadly bombing at a women’s clinic in 

Birmingham, Alabama.  Rudolph reached a deal with federal prosecutors for him to plead guilty.  In return, 

prosecutors agreed not to ask for the death penalty.  Rudolph still faces sentencing for three bombings in the metro 

Atlanta area. 

 

7/18  10pm  2:21 

An Atlanta police anti-drug unit is reeling after the death of a second officer in just a few months.  According to 

police, Red Dog officer Atiim Willis was shot and killed by his own brother.  The 19 year old suspect is now in jail. 

 

7/19  10pm  2:00 

Henry County police are warning restaurant workers to take precautions, after a string of armed robberies.  Police 

say it appears the robbers are following workers home after they leave their jobs.  In one case, the robbers 

exchanged gunshots with one of their victims. 

 

7/20  6pm  1:39 

Atlanta police are searching for a killer, after finding an elderly woman dead inside her northwest Atlanta apartment.  

Officers are searching the area for clues.  Police say the woman died of blunt force trauma to the head. 

 

7/21  6pm  2:23 

A North Carolina man has been arrested on murder and kidnapping charges in DeKalb County.  Police say the 

suspect entered his former girlfriend’s apartment in Lithonia and killed her lover.  Officers say he then kidnapped 

the woman and her child.  He was later captured in Columbia County. 
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7/22  5pm  2:19 

Police have made an arrest in connection with the shooting death of a gate attendant at Stone Mountain Park.  

Officers say they have captured a Clayton County man who they say conspired to rob the same entrance where the 

former police officer was gunned down. 

 

7/22  10pm  2:25 

Police in Texas have arrested two brothers who are suspected of a murder at a restaurant in Riverdale.  The brothers 

were originally arrested on unrelated charges.  Texas authorities soon realized the men were suspects in the Atlanta-

area killing. 

 

7/23  10pm  2:15 

A daylong hostage standoff is underway at an apartment complex in Austell.  Police say a 35 year old man took his 

estranged wife captive inside her apartment. 

 

7/27  10pm  2:15 

Police are searching for two men who have gone on a crime spree involving a series of carjackings and robberies.  

The latest attack involved the kidnapping of a woman in the Highway 92 area. 

 

7/28  5pm  2:27 

Police say a pregnant woman protected her two small children after a home invasion in Gwinnett County.  The 

woman also helped police make a peaceful arrest in the case.  One of the suspects is facing burglary charges, and 

more charges are expected. 

 

7/28  6pm  2:15 

Police shot and killed a man in a confrontation at a DeKalb County home.  Officers say the shooting happened at a 

home on Citadel Drive, near the Fulton County line.  Investigators say the man had threatened police with a knife. 

 

7/29  5pm  2:14 

Investigators in Rockdale County are looking into the discovery of a man’s body buried in the backyard of a home.  

Investigators say they have determined that the man was murdered.  Now they are trying to identify the victim. 

 

7/29  6pm  2:07 

Police are offering a $5,000 reward for information leading to the arrests of two men wanted for a violent crime 

spree.  Police have identified the two suspects in a string of carjackings and robberies, but have not been able to 

locate them. 

 

7/31  6pm  2:00 

A Fulton County police officer shot and killed a man who broke into a church.  According to police, the suspect 

stormed into the World Changers Church International and fought with security guards.  He was later shot by an 

officer. 

 

8/1  6pm  2:24 

Investigators in north Georgia have arrested 19 people in several counties who are suspected of being part of an 

identity theft ring.  Deputies say the suspects stole mail and credit cards in exchange for meth.  Officers are looking 

for seven more suspects. 

 

8/2  10pm  2:56 

Police in Atlanta have arrested a man who escaped from prison 27 years ago.  Officers say he had been raising a 

family while living in southwest Atlanta.  His common law wife says he has been receiving Social Security benefits 

under his real name for the last few years. 

 

8/3  12pm  2:01 

A man who works as a pilot has been arrested on charges of raping a teenager at Hartsfield-Jackson Airport.  The 

man told police he met the girl on a flight, and that they had a consensual encounter at Concourse C at the airport. 
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8/3  10pm  2:58 

Clayton County police are searching for a gunman who shot two clerks at a gas station on Riverdale Road.  Police 

say the shooting happened during an attempted robbery.  Officers are releasing video and photos of the suspect in 

the hopes that someone will recognize him and call police. 

 

8/4  10pm  2:08 

Authorities are searching for a robber who has targeted a number of banks in Cobb County in recent weeks.  

Investigators say the man follows a similar routine during each of the robberies, which have taken place every three 

or four weeks.  He usually strikes late in the afternoon, near the end of the week. 

 

8/8  5pm  2:15 

Federal prosecutors have announced a roundup of suspected street gang members across north Georgia.  Authorities 

say 40 suspects have been deported, and 16 others have been indicted.  They say the gang members are responsible 

for a number of violent crimes. 

 

8/8  10pm  2:11 

Detectives are trying to solve the murder of a Perimeter College student.  The 23 year old victim was found shot to 

death in a DeKalb County park.  It took several days to identify his body.  Police do not know what led to his killing. 

 

8/10  5pm  1:56 

Police are investigating a deadly shooting at a northwest Atlanta housing complex.  Witnesses say the victim was an 

innocent bystander who was visiting his mother.  Some neighbors have said they think the gunfire was in retaliation 

for a robbery.  Others say they think it was a random shooting. 

 

8/11  5pm  2:12 

A boy accused of strangling an eight year old neighbor in Carroll County has been sentenced after pleading guilty to 

killing her.  The victim was found dead outside her home.  Under Georgia law, the maximum penalty a juvenile can 

receive for murder is two years.  The family of the victim in this case says the law needs to be changed to allow for 

tougher sentences for violent crimes. 

 

8/11  6pm  3:22 

A police officer has been shot and killed outside the post office in Pine Lake.  The officer was rushed to the hospital 

after the shooting, but did not survive.  Now, police are concerned that the gunman could be holding hostages inside 

the post office. 

 

8/12  12pm  2:06 

Police are learning more about the shooting death of a Pine Lake police officer.  The shooting happened after the 

officer pulled over the suspect for a traffic stop near the Pine Lake post office.  The gunman died from a gunshot 

wound after the officer was shot and killed.  Police have now identified that gunman. 

 

8/15  12pm  2:01 

Police say a man shot and killed his wife inside a Fulton County hospital.  Officers say after his wife’s death, the 

man shot and killed himself inside St. Joseph’s Hospital. 

 

8/16  GDA  4:30 

Clarence Harrison and Lisa George from the Georgia Innocence Project will be here to talk about the upcoming 

"Celebration of Freedom".  Mr. Harrison was released from prison in 1994 after spending 17 years convicted of a 

rape, robbery and kidnapping he did not commit. He was proved not guilty through DNA testing - the GA Innocence 

Project works to assist people wrongly convicted through testing and advocacy.    

 

8/16  6pm  2:11 

Investigators are looking for a man suspected in a home invasion in Barrow County.  They say the man carried 

handcuffs and pretended to be a police officer.  He tied up two women inside the home using telephone cord, then 

robbed the victims.  The women were not hurt. 
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8/18  12pm  2:00 

A hotel clerk has been shot in Newton County.  The victim has been taken to the hospital in critical condition, and 

police are searching for the attacker. 

 

8/20  6pm  2:36 

Police say two people were shot and killed, and their bodies were left along a street in northwest Atlanta.  

Investigators say both victims were in their late teens or early twenties.  The bodies were left in a wooded area 

where they were difficult to see.  Police say they have few clues in the investigation. 

 

8/20  6pm  1:48 

A police officer has been shot at a gas station on Austell Road in Cobb County.  Police are using dogs to search the 

area nearby for two people believed to be involved in the shooting. 

 

8/22  12pm  4:45 

Admitted serial bomber Eric Rudolph has appeared in federal court in Atlanta to be sentenced for three bombings in 

the metro-Atlanta area.  Rudolph reached an agreement with prosecutors under which he pleaded guilty, and 

prosecutors agreed not to pursue the death penalty. 

 

8/25  5pm  2:16 

A man is on trial for the murder of an Emory University student who vanished more than a decade ago.  Prosecutors 

say Colvin “Butch” Hinton killed Shannon Melendi.  The victim’s body has never been found.  Prosecutors say they 

have enough circumstantial evidence to win a conviction in the case. 

 

9/10  6pm  1:48 

Police say the driver of an armored truck was shot and killed inside Atlanta’s West End Mall during an apparent 

robbery.  The guard was one of two workers who were picking up cash at the mall when the shooting happened.  

Police are trying to find the killers. 

 

9/12  6pm  2:21 

Police say a woman and a carjacker were killed in a violent series of events in Cobb County.  Officers say the 

suspect forced his way into the victim’s car on Cobb Parkway.  A short time later, the car slammed into a cement 

truck, killing the woman.  The carjacker was then shot and killed by a witness after getting out of the car with a gun. 

 

9/13  6pm  2:15 

Fulton County police want to talk to people who witnessed a violent incident of road rage along Roswell Road.  One 

driver was left with serious injuries; another drove away from the scene.  Officers say the incident is a reminder that 

people caught up in acts of aggressive driving should not get out of their cars. 

 

9/14  10pm  2:04 

Police say a suspect was shot by a sheriff’s deputy inside the emergency room at Grady Hospital in Downtown 

Atlanta.  Police say the handcuffed inmate was trying to take a gun from a deputy when he was shot.  The extent of 

the suspect’s injuries is not clear. 

 

9/16  5pm  1:46 

DeKalb County police are investigating an early-morning shooting that left one man dead.  Police say the shooting 

happened outside a cluster of motels that are home to a number of evacuees who left the Gulf Coast because of 

Hurricane Katrina.  Police have not released the identity of the shooting victim. 

 

9/16  10pm  2:14 

A Cobb County teacher has been arrested on charges of molesting a six year old girl.  Police say the crime happened 

at the school the girl attended.  Officers now want to know whether the suspect has molested any other children. 
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9/25  10pm  2:33 

Union City police say a man was killed in an overnight home invasion, when he tried to protect his family.  Police 

say the man came home after getting a call from his fiancé telling him someone had broken into their home.  The 

victim’s fiancé and ten month old child escaped serious injury. 

 

9/19  10pm  2:10 

A DeKalb County jury has convicted a man accused of murdering an Emory University student more than a decade 

ago.  Colvin “Butch” Hinton was found guilty even though investigators never found the victim’s body, and could 

not establish where the crime happened.  Defense attorneys are promising to appeal the conviction. 

 

9/21  6pm  2:16 

Conyers police say dozens of female shoppers have been targeted by robbers outside area stores.  Police say the 

robbers are tricking women by distracting them, then taking their cash and credit cards. 

 

9/25  10pm  2:21 

A police officer was injured in a confrontation with a suspect in Buckhead.  The officer then shot and killed the man.  

Police say he attacked the officer with a broken bottle, cutting him.  That’s when the officer opened fire, killing his 

attacker. 

 

9/29  10pm  2:15 

Gwinnett County police are searching for two gunmen after a violent beating and robbery of three store clerks.  It 

happened at a cell phone store.  Police say one of the clerks suffered life-threatening injuries in the assault. 

 

9/30  10pm  2:17 

Police in Gwinnett County say a family dispute led to the death of a woman.  Her husband is suspected of killing 

her.  He was badly injured, and is in the hospital in critical condition. 

 

 

Family/Youth/Student 

 

7/5  5pm  2:15 

Atlanta police are searching for a missing student who attends Clark Atlanta University.  Family members say they 

have not heard from the missing 22 year old for more than a week. 

 

7/5  6pm  1:44 

The state of Georgia has agreed to make significant changes to its foster care program.  The operation of the 

program has been the subject of a three year old lawsuit targeting foster care operations in Fulton and DeKalb 

counties. 

 

7/5  10pm  2:18 

A grand jury has indicted the mother of two toddlers who drowned after wandering away from their east Georgia 

home.  The mother of the toddlers faces charges of cruelty to children. 

 

7/7  5pm  2:12 

A newborn boy was killed when he was mauled by a dog outside his Griffin home.  Neighbors tried to save the five 

week old boy.  Police say the dog owner is not at fault, because the animal was released from a securely locked 

cage. 

 

7/7  6pm  4:30 

Dozens of teenage drivers are killed each year in crashes on the state’s roads.  Experts say many of those teens 

would still be alive if they had better training before getting behind the wheel.  Now, a program is designed to 

provide that training, by confronting teen drivers with situations that many adults have yet to face behind the wheel. 
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7/14  10pm  2:41 

A DeKalb County judge is offering a unique sentence to young offenders that come before him.  He gives the 

defendants a choice: go to jail, or take classes and pursue a G.E.D.  The judge says he hopes education will stop 

many people from committing crimes in the future. 

 

7/15  12pm  1:57 

The United Way of Metropolitan Atlanta is considering whether to suspend funding to the local chapter of the Boy 

Scouts.  The Scouts have been accused of padding membership rolls to attract more funding. 

 

7/16  6pm  2:25 

A missing nine year old boy has been found safe after an intense search in Clayton County.  The child had been 

missing for more than 24 hours, after disappearing from an area close to a lake in the apartment complex where he 

lives. 

 

7/17  6pm  2:02 

A daylong search for a missing Alzheimer’s patient has ended successfully.  The 82 year old women wandered away 

from her home in Griffin in the early morning hours.  Searchers found her alive and well late in the afternoon. 

 

7/18  6pm  2:00 

A grand jury has indicted six former staff members from a state-operated wilderness camp in the death of a teenager.  

The workers were fired after a state investigation found they violated policy in disciplining the 13 year old boy.  

They now face felony murder and other charges. 

 

7/18  10pm  2:18 

A group of Marines that has returned to Georgia from Iraq met with a 6
th

 grade class in Greensboro.  The Marines 

went to say thank you to the students, who were pen pals while the Marines were overseas. 

 

7/21  10pm  2:20 

Clayton County police say they now have a new tool for stopping violence involving young people.  County leaders 

have imposed a curfew that applies to children who are 17 and younger. 

 

7/24  10pm  2:20 

Atlanta police are searching for a missing 15 year old girl.  Relatives say they haven’t heard from the teen for ten 

days.  They believe she may have disappeared after meeting an older man who she got to know on a telephone chat 

line. 

 

7/29  5pm  2:15 

Two teenage girls have been killed in a crash in Forsyth County.  The accident happened just days before the 

teenagers were to begin their senior year of high school. 

 

7/30  6pm  2:25 

Authorities say inexperience is to blame in many crashes involving teenage drivers.  In Gwinnett County, instructors 

are teaching an intense course that’s designed to help young drivers avoid trouble on the road. 

 

8/1  5pm  3:23 

Many students in metro Atlanta are beginning the new school year.  For a number of parents and young students, 

separation anxiety is a major problem for children starting their first year of school.  Experts say it is important that 

parents have a strategy for coping with the problem. 

 

8/1  GDA  4:00 

First Lady Mary Perdue will be here to talk about the 3rd Annual Summit on Our Children. This year the summit 

will focus on foster care in seven different cities across the state. 
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8/2  5pm  3:18 

The start of the school year is a time when many parents have to take their children to see the doctor.  Thousands of 

students must have vaccinations or a physical exam before they begin school.  Vision and hearing tests may also be 

necessary. 

 

8/4  5pm  1:47 

A Forsyth County woman has been arrested after police obtained videotape showing her buying beer for minors.  

Officers say four teens were involved in a serious crash, after the woman gave them the beer and let them drive her 

car. 

 

8/9  GDA  4:30 

Snip-Its Hair Cuts for Kids" salons is running several campaigns to benefit the organization "Locks of Love" 

through September 24th.  They're asking patrons to donate cash, purchase "Kids Helping Kids" wristbands and, even 

their own hair.  Those donating 10+ inches of hair to "Snip-Its" for Locks of Love will get a complimentary hair cut.  

"Snip-Its is a national franchise organization of hair care salons catering specifically to children.  Locks of Love is a 

non-profit organization with a mission to provide hairpieces to financially-disadvantaged youth suffering from long- 

term medical hair loss.  We'll be joined by Elizabeth Tralongo, "Snip-Its" rep, and will have b-roll of a child getting 

her hair cut. 

 

8/12  10pm  2:15 

A Buckhead little league baseball team is competing in a tournament in Florida for a chance to participate in the 

Little League World Series.  Many supporters of the team gathered to watch a TV broadcast of the game and cheer 

on the players. 

 

8/13  10pm  2:17 

Two dozen children who spent the summer in Georgia are preparing to leave for their home at an orphanage in 

Kazakhstan.  Their trip was sponsored by an organization that hopes to find foster homes for the children in this 

area. 

 

8/17  GDA  4:45 

Kate Atwood, promoting the Kate's Club Cabaret 2nd Annual Fundraiser.  The event focuses on Kate's Club's 

theme, namely helping children who have lost parents and other loved ones by teaching them to pull from and 

interact with their local community.  All proceeds go to benefit Kate's Club and the event features entertainment, 

artists and a silent auction.  We'll also be joined by a parent or child who has benefited from Kate's Club. 

 

8/21  10pm  2:23 

A memorial service has been held in memory of a teenage girl who died in a car accident one year ago.  The girl’s 

mother says she organized the memorial to raise awareness of the dangers facing teen drivers.  She says she hopes 

other parents will carefully monitor the choices their children are making. 

 

8/25  10pm  2:14 

State and county leaders have gathered for a meeting to discuss what measures to take to increase safety for teenage 

drivers.  They say inexperience is a common factor in crashes involving young people behind the wheel. 

 

8/30  GDA  4:00 

Miami Heat basketball star Shandon Anderson will be here promoting the Third Annual Leave Your Mark! Labor 

Day Weekend.  Proceeds from the weekend's events benefit the Shandon Anderson Foundation, an organization 

dedicated to providing mentorship, education and cultural awareness programs to teens by partnering them with 

local community organizations.  Although Shandon is obviously connected to Miami, his organization focuses on 

Atlanta's teens.  According to Anderson, it's his way of serving as a positive role model to the youth of his 

hometown.  We'll have video from past events, along with Anderson game video.   

 

8/31  GDA  4:00 

Don Whitney (Founder, President of US10K Classic) and Jerry Goddard (Honda) will join us to discuss the 12th 

Annual US10K Classic, being held this Labor Day Weekend.  The events are open to all runners, walkers, inline  
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skaters and qualified wheelchair athletes and proceeds benefit the Boys and Girls Clubs of Metro Atlanta, World 

Children Center and MUST Good Samaritan Center.  Kids races, team challenges, tons of food, music, family 

activities and amateur and professional athletics highlight the days' events.  We'll have b-roll of past events along 

with a stock car from Honda in the parking lot   

 

9/1  GDA  3:30 

Chris Rice (student) and Tommie Storms (co-founder) from American Association of Adapted Sports Programs, 

which makes interscholastic athletics available to students with disabilities. They are having a fundraising golf 

tournament later this month..    

 

9/5  GDA  4:30 

Jeff Dess will be here to tell us about his book, "Turn Up the Music: Prevention Strategies to Help Parents Through 

the Rap, Rock, Pop and Metal Years."  This call to action for parents suggests that they ask kids to turn their music 

up, not down, therefore increasing their own awareness and understanding of the strong messages children are 

gleaning from their favorite tunes.  Dess has worked with youth and teens as a counselor and prevention specialist  

for 20+ years.  In this book, Dess includes discussions, examples, case studies and strategies for topics like bullying, 

sex, gangs and other youth-related issues. 

 

9/7  10pm  2:22 

A man who helped rescue people during Hurricane Katrina is now searching for his own family, after being 

evacuated from New Orleans to Georgia.  The man pulled his own family to safety, then went back to help others.  

By the time he returned, his family was gone. 

 

9/9  5pm  2:56 

Thousands of children have been traumatized by Hurricane Katrina.  They have been forced to flee their homes, 

losing touch with friends and going to new schools.  Experts say parents need to pay close attention to what young 

people affected by the storm are saying, and do what they can to help the children cope. 

 

9/10  6pm  1:59 

The Atlanta Police Department has sponsored a family fun day, and invited parents and children from the New 

Orleans area who evacuated to metro Atlanta to join in the event.  Police officers provided transportation to bring 

parents and children from shelters to the park where the celebration was held. 

 

9/12  6pm  2:15 

Carroll County investigators are trying to identify a toddler who was left alone on a roadside.  The boy is thought to 

be two or three years old.  He is Hispanic, but police say that is just about all they know about him. 

 

9/15  10pm  2:10 

A Peachtree City couple has been arrested, after police say they found the couple’s five children living in filth.  

Police say the family’s home was unsafe for anyone to live in.  The children are now in the care of state social 

workers. 

 

9/17  10pm  2:35 

Clayton County police are asking for the public’s help to find a missing woman.  The woman vanished three months 

ago.  Family members and officers are concerned, because the woman has a number of serious medical problems, 

and needs medication. 

 

9/19  10pm  2:30 

A school bus driver and bus monitor in Atlanta face charges, after a four year old boy was left on a hot bus for 

hours.  Police say the boy was alone on the bus until a passerby noticed him and called for help. 

 

9/25  6pm  1:59 

Two Bartow County teenagers were killed, and three others hurt, in a crash following a homecoming football game.  

Police say the two girls who died were both seniors in high school.  The school’s principal and counselors are 

meeting with other students to help them cope with their emotions. 
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9/26  5pm  2:25 

A local man and his mother have vanished, after going on a trip to Yosemite National Park.  Now, relatives in the 

Atlanta area are planning a trip of their own, in hopes of finding their missing loved ones. 

 

9/28  GDA  4:30 

Mary Kate Wilson from Georgia's Make A Wish Foundation chapter will be here to talk about the big 10th 

anniversary gala being held on October 1
st
. In 10 years, the wishes of 3000 terminally and critically ill children have 

been granted. We'll also be joined by 11 year old Briona who will be that 3000th child, when her original fashion 

designs are modeled and auctioned at the benefit. 

 

9/28  12pm  2:02 

A high school student who was a member of her school’s cross-country team was killed when she was struck by a 

vehicle while trying to cross a busy highway in Conyers.  School officials say they will change the route the team 

uses to train. 

 

9/29  10pm  2:17 

Cobb County police are asking for the public’s help to identify a child found alone at a local Wal-Mart.  The boy is 

believed to be 12 years old.  Police say he has not given them any information about his parents or any other 

guardians.  He told officers he has been living on the street for some time. 

 

 

Wednesday’s Child 

 

7/3  10pm  1:50 

Repeat: Caricature art lesson featuring Curtis and Josh. 

 

7/6  6pm  2:25 

Wednesday's Child: featuring children available for adoption. 

FOX5's Amanda Davis and brothers Jerel (14) and Isaiah (12) sharpen their shooting skills at Run and Shoot -- a 

local basketball facility. 

 

7/10  10pm  2:25 

Repeat: Jerel and Isaiah at Run and Shoot. 

 

7/13  6pm  2:45 

Wednesday's Child: featuring children available for adoption. 

FOX5'S Amanda Davis joins Kevin (13) for his very first horseback riding lesson. 

 

7/17  10pm  2:45 

Repeat: Horseback riding with Kevin. 

 

7/20  6pm  2:50 

Wednesday's Child: featuring children available for adoption. 

It's another Wednesday's Child success story!  The Wagstaff family adopted James, whom we featured in February 

2004.  FOX5's Amanda Davis checks in with them to see how they are doing. 

 

7/24  10pm  2:50 

Repeat:  Wagstaff adoption success story. 

 

7/27  6pm  2:35 

Wednesday's Child: featuring children available for adoption. 

FOX5's Amanda Davis and Frederika (7) make a beautiful doll... with help from the Dollie Mamas -- a local doll 

making club. 
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7/31  10pm  2:35 

Repeat: Doll making with Frederika. 

 

8/3  6pm  2:30 

Wednesday's Child: featuring children available for adoption. 

FOX5's Amanda Davis and Wonya (6) get an up-close look at some cool creatures at Jim Fowler's "Wonders of the 

Wild" animal show! 

 

8/7  10pm  2:30 

Repeat: Wonya at the "Wonders of the Wild" animal show. 

 

8/10  6pm  2:30 

Wednesday's Child: featuring children available for adoption. 

Brothers Eric (14) and Paris (13) become honorary pirates when they check out Atlanta's newest water park -- Skull 

Island! 

 

8/14  10pm  2:30 

Repeat: Eric and Paris at Skull Island. 

 

8/17  6pm  2:37 

Wednesday's Child: featuring children available for adoption. 

FOX5's Amanda Davis and Deion (13) get a basketball lesson from an NBA legend -- Terry Cummings! 

 

8/21  10pm  2:37 

Repeat: Deion plays basketball with Terry Cummings. 

 

8/24  6pm  2:42 

Wednesday's Child: featuring children available for adoption. 

Dixie (11) shows her creative sense of style when she decorates a t-shirt and a tote bag! 

 

8/28  10pm  2:42 

Repeat: Dixie decorates her own t-shirt. 

 

8/31  6pm  2:15 

Wednesday's Child: featuring children available for adoption. 

Brothers Skye (9) and Trai (7) get a jump on fun at a new bouncy play place -- Kangazoom! 

 

9/4  10pm  2:15 

Repeat: Skye and Trai at Kangazoom. 

 

9/7  6pm  2:45 

Wednesday's Child: featuring children available for adoption. 

FOX5's Amanda Davis and Austin (12) get a kicking workout when Austin tries a new sport -- kickboxing. 

 

9/11  10pm  2:45 

Repeat: Austin tries the sport of kickboxing. 

 

9/14  6pm  2:30 

Wednesday's Child: featuring children available for adoption. 

Brittnie (14) strikes a pose and then takes a turn behind the camera... when she and FOX5's Amanda Davis get a 

lesson from two expert still photographers. 

 

9/18  10pm  2:30 

Repeat: Brittnie gets a photography lesson. 
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9/21  6pm  2:50 

Wednesday's Child: featuring children available for adoption. 

Jeston (14) embarks on a laser tag adventure when he and FOX5's Amanda Davis check out a new local game place 

-- Stars and Strikes! 

 

9/25  10pm  2:50 

Repeat: Jeston at Stars and Strikes. 

 

9/28  6pm  2:30 

Wednesday's Child: featuring children available for adoption. 

FOX5's Amanda Davis and Lamonte (10) head to the batting cage with a special guest player -- FOX5 sports anchor 

Ken Rodriguez! 
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Community Affairs-Issue-Oriented Community Projects 

 

July-September 2005 

 

 

JULY 

 

 

Cultural Arts Summer Concert Series – GOT JAZZ 

 

A free to the public summer concert series which takes place May through October the first Wednesday of each 

month.  This month’s event drew approximately 11,000 people.  Got Jazz is the largest “free to the public” events 

held in metro Atlanta and supported, in part, by state and local government.   

 

As the exclusive television sponsor, FOX5 provided a live weathercast cut-in, talent as emcees, artists’ appearances 

on Good Day Atlanta, PSA production and on-air schedule. 

 

 

AUGUST 

 

 

100 Black Men of DeKalb County – “Casino Royale” 

 

This event is the organization’s primary fundraiser and supports programs for the Youth Leadership Academy.  The 

Academy provides tutorials, mentoring, leadership skills and computer literacy training.  Over 100 students in 

DeKalb County School System participate in the Academy.  The program also provides scholarships for college 

bound students. 

 

FOX5 produced PSAs with an on-air schedule to promote the event as well as on-air talent as emcees.  The event 

drew approximately 1,200 attendees and raised $240,000.    

 

 

COMMUNITY LEADER FORUM (ASCERTAINMENT): 

 

U.S. Senator Saxby Chambliss, R-Ga. 

 

The Senator met with several members of FOX5’s management and news staff to provide an update of his activities 

& concerns.  The Senator returned to Georgia to hold meetings regarding Georgia’s military base closings.  Other 

comments from the Senator focused on the Iraq war and U.S. military personnel in particular.  He also shared 

information regarding his pending trip to the region. The Senator briefly discussed education, specifically, the No 

Child Left Behind National Educational program.   

 

 

SEPTEMBER 

 

 

US 10K Classics 

 

This event is one of metro Atlanta’s largest competitive foot, bike and wheelchair race. Funds from this event 

supported three children’s charities including the Boys & Girls Clubs of Metro Atlanta which serves 26,000 youth 

most of whom are at-risk.   
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This event attracted approximately 9, 500 participants from over 40 countries and 30 states.  FOX5 provided an on-

air PSA schedule, guest appearances and listing on the website community calendar. Approximately, 11,000 

individuals participated. 

 

 

NAACP – ATLANTA BRANCH – ANNUAL DINNER 

 

FOX5 continues to support this annual fundraising dinner which provides financial resources for the organization’s 

programs and community outreach services. FOX5 provided emcees for the evening. Over 500 people attended.  

 

 

American Diabetes Association – Walk for Diabetes 

 

In cooperation with the American Diabetes Association and other sponsors, FOX5 was a major participant in the 

supporting this cause to help fund programs and services that assist thousands of Georgians with diabetes including 

15,000 individuals hospitalized annually with diabetes.   

 

As a lead sponsor, FOX5 produced and aired PSAs to promote the event.  The station also provided several on-air 

talent as emcees.  FOX5 formed an employee walk team and raised over $2, 133.00 

  

 

CAREFORCE – Hurricane Katrina 

 

To assist victims affected the Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans, Louisiana, FOX5 launched CAREFORCE , the 

station’s Community Emergency Response Plan.  Through CareForce PSAs the community was encouraged to make 

financial donations of any amount at Publix Super Market store in metro Atlanta.  

 

FOX5’s commitment consisted of an extensive PSA schedule, numerous live interviews at various Publix store 

locations, including one 24-hour appeal, numerous live interviews and updates during all news and weather casts, 

and Good Day Atlanta morning shows. 

 

The 3-week sustained campaign generated well over $1 million. Funds collected through CareForce will be donated 

to the American Red Cross.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


